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Functional directories on shared drives
Introduction
The Director of Territory Records mandates that ACT Government agencies adopt the functional classification methodology of ISO 15489 for ACT Government records by using a functions based thesaurus.  The thesaurus adopted by the ACT Government is Keyword AAA on licence from the New South Wales Government.  The ACT Government has modified Keyword AAA for the ACT and it is titled as Territory Version of Keyword AAA (TVKAAA).
TVKAAA identifies 16 common government functions (or keywords) with their associated activities and subjects.  In addition, there are a number of specific functions not included in the standard version of TVKAAA such as Roads Management, that have been combined with TVKAAA to form the Whole-of-Government Thesaurus of Classification Terms.
The majority of ACT Government agencies keep paper records and manage their information electronically using a combination of electronic directories and web based information management software.  As the ACT Government moves to an electronic recordkeeping environment the use of these information management systems will have to be adapted to a functional structure based on the thesaurus.
As all ACT Government agencies have some kind of shared electronic directory this is the environment that needs to be migrated to a functional structure based on the thesaurus terms.  A benefit will be the link between the naming conventions of the paper records and the unofficial electronic stores.
Electronic Directories
Currently electronic directories are set up in a hierarchy with top-level folders and agency branches having their own secure folder containing a series of subject-based folders.  These folders typically are relatively unstructured and tend to reflect the organisational structure of an agency.  Because functional classification of records is designed to improve the management of records over time, the introduction of functional thesaurus based naming conventions will affect information currently stored in electronic directories.
Information currently stored in subject/organisational structured directories needs to be moved or migrated into a functionally structured electronic directory.
Creating a Functional Folder Structure
The first step towards a functional electronic directory is to create the series of folders with function titles.  The software application a.k.a. (see Records Advice No.19 - What is aka?) can be used to make an electronic directory structure.  Every directory structure should have folders for the 16 common administrative functions plus any other functions identified by an ACT Government agency as additional functions specific to its activities.
Once the function folders are created, each function folder needs to have activity folders created within it.  The titles for the activity folders must be taken from the appropriate approved thesaurus, which is the ACT Government Whole-of-Government Thesaurus of Classification Terms.
A third level of folders may be added with subject terms.  The ACT Government Whole-of-Government Thesaurus of Classification Terms contains a range of subject terms that may be used to title subject folders.  Subject terms may be created provided they are not similar or identical to existing function or activity terms and are not non-preferred terms.
Scope Notes
Each function and activity has a clearly defined scope that describes the information and records that can be classified by it.  To assist in placing information in the correct folders each folder needs to have the correct scope note.  The later versions of Windows operating systems do not allow the addition of scope notes to folders.
Windows XP, Windows Vista and Windows 7
Windows XP, Windows Vista and Windows 7 do not allow folders to be customised with comments.  To overcome this, folders can be created using the software application a.k.a., (see Records Advice No.19 - What is aka?), which adds a small hidden file called desktop.ini to each folder.  This file contains the scope notes for each folder and can be read by placing the mouse cursor over the relevant folder.  However, this method only allows for the first 127 characters of the scope notes to be included.  This is a limitation of the Windows operating system.

